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origin

A new and distinct pear seedling was derived from a selection made from seeds from a cross made in 1955 of "Seckel" × U.S. 220 (31551) made in New Hampshire by Dr. L. F. Hough of Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. The seeds (700 total) were received in September, 1955. From these a total of 137 seedlings were planted in the Purdue University Nursery in 1956 and screened for fireblight in 1957 by artificial inoculation. Fifty three seedlings showed little or no infection and were transplanted to the field in October, 1957. Severe winter injury decimated the fall planting and only eighteen seedlings survived. Of these, eight eventually fruited and one was selected. The selection was located in a cultivated tree at the Purdue University Orchard at the Throckmorton Farm, Lafayette, Ind., and assigned the progeny number PP 117-1 and known under its location designation as TH 7-230. This seedling first fruited in 1967 and was selected in 1969. The selection has since been topworked and tested in Lafayette, Ind.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Beltsville, Md.; and Harrow, Ontario, Canada. The topworked limbs have maintained the distinguishing characteristics of the clone.

Before describing the variety, a brief description of the cultivar 'Seckel' is given. This variety is one of the most popular commercial varieties of pears grown today. The fruit is pyriform-turbinate shaped, the flesh is very smooth and buttery with no detectable grit. The flavor is rich, very sweet, and resembles, 'Seckel'.

This invention relates to a new, high quality pear with resistance to fireblight caused by Erwinia amylovora (Burr.) Winslow et al.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The following technical description follows Q. B. Zielinski's Modern Systematic Pomology and uses the color designations according to the Horticultural Chart used by the British Color Council in collaboration with the Royal Horticultural Society.


I claim:

1. A new and distinct pear tree substantially as shown and described.